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an etched window over the waist and manipulating the index via liquid crystal 
for example, would be a way to beam switching.  
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Figure captions: 
 
Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the fabricated UV written X-couplers with 
2°   crossing  angle.  For  asymmetric  structures,  the  s econd  s-bend  arm  is 
written with a different fluence value to that of the first s-bend arm. 
 
Fig. 2 Coupling ratio and insertion loss of X-couplers with various second s-
bend UV writing fluence values highlighting the effects of index asymmetry of 
the structure (solid and dotted lines: curves of best fit). 
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Fig. 3 Wavelength dependency of coupling ratio with various second s-bend 
fluence values (dotted lines: curves of best fit). 
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